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This study describes a qualitative content analysis of makerspace policies at four 
universities in the North Carolina Triangle area: Duke University, North Carolina Central 
University, North Carolina State University, and University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Hill. The purpose of this content analysis is to identify common themes and components 
in makerspace policies at academic institutions to help users and maker communities, 
using data from the makerspaces’ websites. The data analysis revealed four common 
makerspace policy components present at the four schools: a mission or purpose, 
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With the rise and prevalence of newer technologies (e.g. 3D printing, virtual 
reality, and laser cutting) and users’ interests in creating, makerspaces have become 
popular and exist in many types of institutions across the nation (Lou & Peek, 2016; 
Peppler al et., 2015; Prato & Britton, 2015). Makerspaces give patrons the opportunity to 
build virtually anything, often using equipment that they might not have access to on 
their own like power tools, laser cutters, electronics, and sewing machines (Prato & 
Britton, 2015; Wong & Partridge, 2016). In my experience and my research, I have found 
that makerspace policies can promote access by informing users about programs, 
operational procedures, and available tools within the space. However, with the ability to 
use such machinery to create comes potential risk. Makerspace policies mitigate that risk 
by defining how users should behave and use the space, but makerspace policies aren’t 
standardized, and their information and scope can vary from institution to institution. In 
this paper, I will examine the scope and breadth of makerspace policies at four academic 
institutions and how such policies impact users. Academic institutions will be defined as 
four-year higher education schools, such as colleges and universities. 
No two makerspaces are the same, so there is no single or “correct” definition for 
what they are. Makerspaces.com (2017) defines a makerspace as a “collaborative work 
space inside a school, library, or separate public/private facility for making, learning, 
exploring, and sharing that uses high tech to no tech tools.” The term “makerspace” often
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has connotations with high tech equipment, expensive machines, and the engineering and 
science fields, but, as Makerspaces.com (2017) describes, makerspaces can be any space 
that has materials where users can create. The specific tools and equipment available in 
makerspaces vary from makerspace to makerspace, but unchanging, unifying 
characteristics for all types of makerspaces are abstract ideas such as collaboration, 
creativity, and learning (Gonzalez & Bennet, 2014; Moorefield-Lang, 2014; 
Makerspaces.com, 2017; Wong & Partridge, 2016). Makerspaces incorporate those traits 
to foster a community through shared expertise and experience, exploration, and hands-
on making (Burke, 2015; Prato & Britton, 2015; Wong & Partridge, 2016). However, 
does that mean the simple presence of tools, collaboration, creativity, community, and 
learning turn any space into a makerspace? Can a car repair shop, a classroom, or a 
kitchen be a makerspace? Those places do share the ideas of collaboration, creativity, 
learning, and community, and they use tools to make, but I think there is a difference 
between “makerspaces” and “places where making occurs.” Makerspaces have a strong 
sense of a specific type of community, which I think can set them apart from “places 
where making occurs.” I think intent or purpose and self-categorization and -
identification are additional key qualities in defining “makerspace.” I don’t think spaces 
like car repair shops, kitchens, or classrooms have the same conscious intent towards 
making and maker culture. Those spaces also don’t identify themselves as or group 
themselves with makerspaces. Labels can be difficult because there are organizations that 
orient themselves toward making and maker culture with different names (e.g. 
hackerspaces, tech labs, and fab labs). However, even with the subtle differences in those 
spaces and their names, hackerspaces, tech labs, and fab labs all share those 
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characteristics and values related to making. Despite their different names, the 
organizations group themselves together and fall under the umbrella of making and 
maker culture.  
For the purposes of this study, I defined a makerspace as any space in an 
academic institution that provides users tools, materials, and a space to make something. 
The location of the makerspaces will not be confined to the inside of an academic library. 
That is an intentionally broad definition, which includes academic makerspaces that have 
membership fees or restricted access to specific school departments or populations. Such 
makerspaces have the possibility of being included in my sample. 
The number of makerspaces in academic, public, and school settings has been 
increasing and continues to increase, especially as the technology becomes more 
affordable (Burke, 2015; Pryor, 2014). Academic makerspaces provide users with 
practical, hands-on experience, making them an excellent resource for students to support 
their classroom-based education. The departments in colleges and universities include a 
diverse array of disciplines and opportunities for students to apply the technology in the 
makerspaces to their courses (Gonzalez & Bennett, 2014). While the engineering and 
science disciplines are popular communities for makerspace users, the arts and 
humanities can also utilize the facilities to make their art and facilitate their studies 
(Gonzalez & Bennett, 2014). Makerspaces support a learning style different from the 
traditional lecture structure and allow students to visualize course materials in a new way 
(Burke, 2015). By working in a makerspace, students can develop their problem-solving 
skills, collaboration and teamwork skills, and independent learning (Burke, 2015).  
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Necessity for policy unites makerspaces, and the technology often associated with 
them, in all settings and contexts. Despite that need, the variability of makerspaces and 
their characteristics mean that there is no comprehensive or standard policy, and there is 
little information or literature about common themes in the content of makerspace 
policies. Policies for makerspaces can promote safety, understanding, and access, and 
assist users in navigating the space. With that in mind, the intended audience for this 
study is anyone involved in the maker community and any user of a makerspace. The 
goal of this study is to provide readers insight into makerspace policies and potentially 
help new makerspaces develop their own policy or identify gaps. This study can provide 
an element of transparency and access as users will be able to operate in such spaces with 




 Makerspaces are becoming more popular in a variety of settings, but due to the 
young nature of the field, the literature ranges from the mid-2000s to the present, the 
literature is lacking information in some areas. The literature surrounding makerspaces 
typically focuses on case studies documenting the implementation process of new 
makerspaces, studies researching the characteristics of makerspaces, and articles 
discussing best practices. In addition to scholarly articles, organizations, academic 
libraries and public libraries, often make their actual policies available for users online. 
Despite these informative resources, there are gaps in the literature. Very little of the 
literature analyzes the actual policies in makerspaces, and even fewer or none discuss the 
creation of such policies. This study will contribute to existing makerspace literature and 
analyze academic makerspace policies to give readers a better understanding. 
The following section is divided into two parts: policy best practices and 
makerspace policy analyses. The first theme, policy best practices, will discuss best 
practices for makerspace policies from scholarly articles and practitioners. The second 
theme, makerspace policy analyses, will discuss scholarly articles of analyses of real 
makerspace policies from currently operating makerspaces in the US.
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1.1 Policy Best Practices 
The following documents and authors provide advice and best practices for those 
looking to create their own makerspace and makerspace policy. Makerspaces are still 
relatively new, and much of the literature about creating policies focuses on 3D printers. 
The emphasis on 3D printers in the literature could be due to the wide availability and 
novelty of the machines. 3D printers are widely, commercially available, so while 
ordinary users might not purchase one for themselves, a makerspace could easily buy one 
for their users. Users’ interest in and the affordability of 3D printers make the machines 
easier to acquire for many organizations, which could lead to an increase in literature 
about 3D printers. The literature about 3D printing policy suggestions can still apply to 
other technologies and makerspaces as a whole. The five major themes surrounding best 
practices for makerspace policies are outlining procedures, incorporating existing library 
and organization policies, including state and federal laws, defining the makerspace’s 
mission, and using clear language. 
1.1.1 Outlining Procedures 
The first theme I identified describes outlining procedures to create clear 
processes. Clear procedures are the basis for creating a policy (American Library 
Association, 2018; Jones, 2015; Rendina, 2016). Procedures are the day-to-day 
operations that will help users interact with the space, technology, and materials. When 
writing a policy, the American Library Association (2018) suggests outlining regulations 
related to access, such as who is eligible to use the technology, training requirements, and 
potential fees. In her blog post, Rendina (2016) advocates for teaching and enforcing 
procedures “early and often”, which helps establish standards for users. Example 
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procedures to include are safety, accessing supplies, storing supplies, sharing supplies, 
damage, clean-up, and project storage (Rendina, 2016). 
1.1.2 Incorporating Existing Library and Organization Policies 
The second theme I identified features suggestions for the incorporation of 
existing policies into a makerspace policy. Many policies that could apply to 
makerspaces already exist in libraries or organizations like the American Library 
Association. Makerspaces can incorporate those policies to make the policy writing 
process easier and strengthen the bond to the makerspace’s parent organization. Libraries 
often have existing policies related to copyright, intellectual property, and user privacy, 
so makerspaces can incorporate those policies into their own policy (American Library 
Association, 2018). The American Library Association itself has many policies like the 
Library Bill of Rights (American Library Association, 2014), Professional Ethics 
(American Library Association, 2008), and Privacy: An Interpretation of the Library Bill 
of Rights (American Library Association, 2014). The Library Bill of Rights advocates for 
the provision of a variety of resources and outlines users’ right to freedom of expression 
and equitable access (American Library Association, 2014). The Professional Ethics 
prioritizes service, freedom of expression, users’ privacy, and employee integrity 
(American Library Association, 2008). Privacy: An Interpretation of the Library Bill of 
Rights expands on the definition of “privacy” and emphasizes facilitating access rather 
than monitoring access (American Library Association, 2014). Those documents are just 
three examples that articulate professional standards and beliefs. They address popular 
concerns that policy writers have surrounding ethics, intellectual freedom, and privacy 
(American Library Association, 2018; Jones, 2015; Mies, 2014). Jones (2015) stresses 
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the importance of acceptable use policies to “protect intellectual freedom and address 
concerns about safety, access, liability, and illegal use of equipment.” Acceptable use 
agreements often exist with “public use technology” (e.g. computers), so policy writers 
could easily apply the policy to the makerspace (Mies, 2014). 
1.1.3 Including State and Federal Laws 
In addition to existing organizational policies and procedures, the third theme 
advises makerspaces to include state and federal laws in their policies. The American 
Library Association (2018) suggests including statements that bar the use of the 
makerspace for illegal activities and statements about adhering to state and federal laws. 
There are also complex laws regarding intellectual property issues. Wapner (2015) 
describes how users could intentionally or unintentionally violate patent laws, trade 
secrets and trade dress laws, copyright laws, and product liability laws in a makerspace. 
Makerspace policies can include warnings about such laws and provide users with the 
necessary resources. 
1.1.4 Defining the Makerspace’s Mission 
The fourth theme calls for makerspaces to explicitly state their mission, which 
helps inform their daily operations and user interactions. Policies, by their nature, tell 
users what they can and can’t do, outlining many restrictions and regulations, but 
makerspace policies should also include what their purpose is (American Library 
Association, 2018; Jones, 2015). The mission of a makerspace is a crucial policy 
component and is fundamental in providing service to a user population.  
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1.1.5 Clarity and Usability 
The fifth and final theme in makerspace policy best practices is clarity and 
usability. Jones (2015) says “keep it simple”, and policies should provide clear 
definitions for any legal or technical jargon. Mies (2014) advises making policies 
“approachable”. Policies and any necessary training sessions should be fun (Mies, 2014). 
No policy will be one-size-fits-all, and policies should be specific to each organization 
(Rendina, 2016). 
1.2 Makerspace Policy Analyses 
The two articles in this section analyze existing makerspace policies. However, 
there is a significant gap in the literature, and there are few articles that actually delve 
into makerspace policies and perform content analyses on a large sample of policies.  
In the first article, Horton (2017) performed a qualitative content analysis on 50 
academic makerspace policies for 3D printing and found five major themes: purpose or 
mission, users, priority of use, procedures, and acceptable uses. The procedures theme 
touches upon processes such as how to process a print request, fees, and who sets up and 
prints objects (patrons or employees) (Horton, 2017). Horton’s (2017) acceptable uses 
theme outlines rules regarding lawfulness, safety, university policies, and weapons. To 
conclude, the author recommends that policies be general to anticipate changes in the law 
and the creation of new laws (Horton, 2017). Horton (2017) also notes that many of the 
institutions in her study seem to use sample texts and other library policies when creating 
their own policies. The author examines makerspaces in academic institutions, but 
doesn’t look at makerspaces in other settings (e.g. schools, public libraries, etc.). 
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In the second article, Moorefield-Lang (2015) examines user agreements at 24 
academic and public libraries, which expands the context beyond only academic libraries. 
The data from public libraries and academic libraries provides information from a wider 
scope. Moorefield-Lang (2015) finds a broad range of themes related to users, available 
technology, the physical space, costs, safety, liability, intellectual property, time limits, 
training opportunities and classes, and behavior. The user component refers to who has 
access but also what makerspaces do with patrons’ data (e.g. signatures, phone numbers, 
and addresses). The policies surrounding the physical space outline what the space is for 
and the requirement for users to maintain the spaces neatness. 
While Horton (2017) and Moorefield-Lang (2015) analyze makerspace policies in 
slightly different settings, they find commonalities in their results regarding users, costs, 
intellectual property, and safety. Users and costs can fall under the umbrella of access. 
Addressing users in the policy is crucial because it informs potential users who can use 
the space. Costs are another aspect of access because they are required to make in the 
space and could be a possible barrier to access if a user doesn’t have the necessary 
money. The presence of policies related to intellectual property and safety in Horton’s 
(2017) and Moorefield-Lang’s (2015) research shows that concerns about protecting 
intellectual property and safety are common. Users can make virtually anything in 
makerspaces, so protecting and crediting creators’ work and ideas are an important, 
ethical responsibility. The equipment used to make is potentially dangerous, so safety 
rules are another important element to protect users and strive to prevent injury. While 
both articles have overlaps in their policy analyses, they also have overlaps in their gaps. 
Neither discusses the role of user privacy when using the makerspace. Addressing user 
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privacy would clarify how makerspaces balance safety and rules with users’ rights. 
However, despite these shared policy themes and gaps, both Horton (2017) and 




The purpose of this study is to analyze the content of makerspace policies for 
academic institutions and identify common themes they share. As Punch (2016) describes 
in his book, Developing Good Research Proposals, my study is descriptive because it 
examines the content of makerspace policies. For this study I had two research questions. 
My first research question is: What are the policies in academic makerspaces? My second 
research question is: What are common themes in those policies? 
In this section, I will discuss the sample and sampling methods, data collection 
and analysis, and limitations of my study. 
1.3 Sample and Sampling 
For this study, I used convenience and purposeful sampling when selecting the 
academic institutions. I analyzed the policies of four academic makerspaces from four 
different types of institutions in the North Carolina Triangle area. Duke University is a 
private university in Durham, NC; North Carolina Central University (NCCU) is a public, 
liberal-arts, historically black university in Durham, NC; North Carolina State University 
(NC State) is a public, land-grant university in Raleigh, NC with an emphasis on sciences 
and engineering; University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is a public university in 
Chapel Hill, NC. The sample is convenient because of the four institutions’ locations and 
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the availability of online resources about their makerspaces. The sample is purposeful 
because I selected four different types of higher-education institutions. 
I classified the spaces at each institution as makerspaces because they are all 
physical spaces on academic campuses with equipment and tools. Their missions and 
purposes include the common themes of collaboration, creativity, and learning, but they 
also have an emphasis on facilitating making for their users. While the spaces have their 
own unique names, NC State’s and UNC’s feature the word “makerspaces” on their 
websites. NCCU’s makerspace is technically a FabLab, which, as Makerspace.com 
(2017) explains, is a trademarked name for a makerspace. FabLabs still fall under the 
domain of makerspaces; all FabLabs are makerspaces, but not all makerspaces are 
FabLabs. Two of Duke’s three makerspaces include the word “makerspace” in their 
official names, but the third is called the “Innovation Co-Lab Studio.” However, the Co-
Lab Studio features all of the characteristics I used to identify the other makerspaces, and 
Duke inexplicitly classifies it as a makerspace with its grouping with their other two 
makerspaces. Additionally, I searched for the term “makerspace” in Google for each 
institution to find their websites, so Google also categorized them as makerspaces. All of 
the spaces at the four institutions share similar purposes and categorization towards 
making and makerspaces. 
1.4 Data Collection and Data Analysis 
To collect the data, I looked through the websites for the makerspaces at each 
institution. Every institution has a website for their makerspace. I found the websites by 
searching for the schools’ names and “makerspace” in Google. In two cases, Duke and 
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NCCU, I had to visit more than one website to collect data. All of the data I collected 
came from publicly available information online.  
After I printed the webpages from the makerspace websites, I performed a 
qualitative content analysis. I read through each policy, and created a coding scheme 
based on common elements in the policies, such as fees, training and programming, and 
operational hours. My coding unit of analysis was words and short phrases. The missions 
of the makerspaces were coded focusing on shared ideas and values, and I grouped 
similar ideological words and concepts, like “creativity” and “innovation”. After I coded 
the individual makerspace policies, I grouped all of the coded information into broader 
categories to identify larger trends in the four of the institutions’ policies. 
1.5 Limitations 
The scope of the data for this study is limited by what information the universities 
put on their makerspace websites. All of the information I gathered comes solely from 
what is publicly available online. I did not have access to internal procedures and policies 
or the thought process behind the creation of these policies. However, because all of the 
information is public, I saw the information that potential makerspace users would see, 
which can simulate the user experience. Although by design, this study is also limited by 
the sample size. These four institutions are not representative of all academic 
makerspaces, but the variation between Duke, NCCU, NC State, and UNC Chapel Hill 




The results from this research will help readers gain a better understanding of 
makerspace policies and common best practices, providing insight for a topic rarely 
explored in the literature. The intended audience is anyone involved in the maker 
community. Makerspace newcomers will learn more about common policies, which can 
take away the mystique and intimidation. Additionally, makerspace managers could read 
this paper and use it to evaluate their current policies and identify possible gaps. 
However, non-readers also have the potential to be impacted because they are subject to 
their makerspace’s policies. If a makerspace manager adjusts their policy, non-readers 
will feel the effects whether or know they are aware.  
Policies can seem dry, clinical, and restrictive, but by understanding and knowing 
the rules, they can become educational opportunities. In her article about user agreements 
for makerspaces, Moorefield-Lang (2015) discusses the importance of policies, saying 
“The writers of the user agreements in this research study focus on creating an 
avenue of understanding for library users, instead of rules. These agreement 
policies introduce library patrons to the maker learning area, explain 
technologies and services, describe expected behaviors and protect the library 
users, staff and faculty from harm. They go beyond rules; they engage 
comprehensions and employ new learning opportunities in the educational 
environments of makerspaces (p. 10, emphasis mine).” 
 
Policies, in general, often have negative connotations because they restrict people, 
telling them what they cannot do. However, as Moorefield-Lang describes them, policies 
provide opportunity because they teach patrons. Describing and identifying individual 
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elements in policies will help the users understand the makerspace better. Users can know 
what rule exists, and by knowing that, a makerspace policy can become less of an 
oppressive, boring, or intimidating force.  
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Results 
1.6 Duke University 
Duke University has three makerspaces: Co-Lab, Co-Lab East, and Ruby 
Makerspace across its two campuses. The network of makerspaces is called the 
Innovation Co-Lab Studios, but I will use the term “Co-Lab” for brevity. Co-Lab is 
located in the Technology Engagement Center and was the university’s first makerspace. 
Co-Lab East is located in Lilly Library, and Ruby Makerspace is located in Rubenstein 
Art Center. The information for all three makerspaces is on the same webpage, but there 
is less information about Co-Lab East and Ruby Makerspace. Co-Lab East has an 
announcement post on another university website, and Ruby Makerspace has additional 
information connected to the Rubenstein Art Center website. 
Co-Lab was the first makerspace at Duke, and it is the central makerspace. Co-
Lab’s mission is to provide a space where users of all skill levels can make a product. 
The website doesn’t explicitly say who the user population is, but it is implied that the 
makerspace is for Duke affiliates only. The makerspace website lists the supplied tools, 
which are organized by technology type and then by which makerspace has it. Co-Lab 
provides users 3D printers, laser cutters, CNC machines, electronics, soldering, hand 
tools, and 3D scanners. Co-Lab has the largest variety of equipment compared to the 
other two locations. The makerspace has intermittent staffing, but it is open in a “self-
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service” mode to community members at any time. Co-Lab doesn’t mention any fees or 
mandatory training for users. 
In the last few years, Duke established Co-Lab East and Ruby Makerspace to better 
serve a wider user population across the campuses. Co-Lab East, located on the freshman 
campus, specifically targets freshmen and aims to introduce new users to the 
“maker/tinkerer/DIY-er community.” Co-Lab East emphasizes 3D printing, housing 15 
3D printers, but it also has hand tools available. Like with Co-Lab, Co-Lab East doesn’t 
mention any fees or orientation training for users. The makerspace website doesn’t 
discuss staffing for Co-Lab East, but the announcement post for Co-Lab East mentions 
employing student workers to staff the makerspace. 
While Co-Lab East aims to serve freshmen and introduce them to emerging 
technologies, Ruby Makerspace is dedicated specifically to art and artists’ creative 
processes, which clearly separates it from the other makerspaces on campus. Members of 
the Duke community are the implied user population, and unlike the other two 
makerspace, Ruby Makerspace provides specific open hours. The makerspace website 
lists the available technology at Ruby Makerspace, but doesn’t mention training, staffing, 
or fees. At Ruby Makerspace, users have access to 3D printers, laser cutters, hand tools, 
and a panel saw. 
All three the makerspaces adhere to Duke Community Standards, and users must 
obey Duke policies related to “the production of weapons, real or realistic-looking, drug 
paraphernalia, and other inappropriate items at the discretion of Duke staff.” While the 
makerspaces have their own audiences and equipment, an overall theme for the 
makerspace network is innovation, creativity, and access to technology. The purposes for 
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each makerspace emphasize creativity and emerging technologies for the Duke 
community. The mission statement also states the importance of utilizing making in 
research, academics, and service at the university. The presence of multiple makerspaces 
in three locations with different communities helps Duke accomplish that goal. 
1.7 North Carolina Central University 
North Carolina Central University has one makerspace, the NCCU Fab Lab. The 
Fab Lab is part of NCCU’s College of Arts and Sciences. The website was fairly easy to 
access, but components of the policy are located on different websites. The main website 
for NCCU’s Fab Lab includes an overview of the space, the history, resources (an 
available equipment list and a visitors’ form), and frequently asked questions (FAQs). 
The majority of the policy is written in the FAQs answers. Most of the policy regarding 
mission and purpose (“who we are” and “what we do”) is on another NCCU website. 
This website has the makerspace’s mission, operational hours, and location. 
NCCU’s Fab Lab mission supports providing access to emerging technologies and 
programming for innovation and creativity to community members. NCCU’s makerspace 
strongly emphasizes community. Unlike the other makerspaces in this study, the NCCU 
Fab Lab is open to NCCU affiliates and the surrounding community. The makerspace 
website includes information about its hours and the available tools. The tools at the 
NCCU Fab Lab are cutters (vinyl, inkjet, and water jet), 3D printers, 3D scanners, 
engravers, hand tools, electronics, and soldering. The NCCU Fab Lab has no membership 
fees for NCCU affiliates, but they do charge for materials at-cost and minimal fees for 
tools. Their camps and workshops have fees which they say are priced to be 
“competitive.” 
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The remaining elements of the policy center on facilitating access for users and 
visitors, which highlights NCCU’s community values. The NCCU Fab Lab welcomes all 
visitors to tour the space during open hours. Visitors are asked to fill out an online form, 
and tour groups are asked to schedule an appointment in advance. The makerspace 
includes additional information about parking, appropriate age for users, and project 
storage, which facilitates access and helps users interact in and use the space. The parking 
information helps users physically get to the makerspace, helping campus newcomers 
navigate. The age restriction (no children under 14 without supervision) clarifies the 
target user population. The project storage is helpful and makes it easier for students to 
work and manage their materials and projects. The makerspace has a lot of information 
about programming, which highlights NCCU’s emphasis on building community. The 
policy includes information about open labs, summer camps and workshops, event 
deployments, and local partnerships. 
1.8 North Carolina State University 
North Carolina State University has two makerspaces: Hill Library Makerspace and 
Hunt Library Makerspace. The makerspaces operate through the library system; the 
library website has a tab in the top menu dedicated to “Media & Making.” The 
makerspace website has information for both makerspaces, and users select a location to 
read more information about the specific space and technology. The layout and types of 
content for both makerspaces are essentially the same. 
The Hill Library Makerspace mission aims to provide NC State affiliates access to 
emerging technologies so more people can make. The makerspace website includes open 
hours, consultations, and a list of the available tools. The tools available at Hill Library 
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Makerspace are sewing machines, circuits and electronics, laser cutter, 3D printers, 3D 
scanners, and microcontrollers and microcomputers. The tools are divided into two 
categories: use in the library and available to borrow. The Hill Library Makerspace policy 
requires patrons undergo training before they can use the equipment and tools. The 
orientation introduces users to the space and teaches best practices and safety rules for the 
tools and the space. After users attend orientation, they receive a swipe card to gain 
access to the makerspace. Guests are not allowed to attend orientations, but they are 
allowed to visit during open hours. The website lists the information for four full-time 
employees who staff the makerspace. 
The Hunt Library Makerspace mission also emphasizes access to emerging 
technologies and offers 3D printing services and technology lending services to NC State 
students, faculty, and staff. The website for the makerspace lists the hours, which are 
more limited than the Hill Library Makerspace, consultations, and the available tools. 
The tools available at Hunt Library Makerspace are 3D printers, 3D scanners, 
microcontrollers and microcomputers, and electronics and circuits. The tools, like at Hill, 
are categorized by use in the library and available to borrow. Unlike the Hill Library 
Makerspace, Hunt Library Makerspace describes fees for 3D printing filament. For 
Lulzbot Taz 6 3D printing, it costs $0.35 gram of material with a $5 minimum. For 
Formlabs Form 2 3D printing, it costs $0.60 per mL of material with a $5 minimum. The 
staff information for the makerspace is the same four full-time employees listed for the 
Hill Library Makerspace. The website for Hunt Library Makerspace doesn’t provide any 
information about mandatory orientation or visitor restrictions. 
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The overall theme for Hill Library Makerspace and Hunt Library Makerspace 
centers on providing access to emerging technologies to NC State affiliates and 
supporting making and creating inside and outside of the makerspaces. The missions for 
both makerspaces emphasize the technologies available, and the websites share ample 
information about the available equipment. The tools are separated into two categories, 
and the tools that users can take home facilitate making in any setting. 
1.9 University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
UNC Chapel Hill has four makerspaces: Carmichael Residence Hall Makerspace, 
Hanes Art Center Makerspace, Kenan Science Library Makerspace, and Murray Hall 
Makerspace. The makerspaces are a network called BeAM (Be A Maker). The BeAM 
network shares one website for all makerspace locations. The website provides 
information about the makerspaces, trainings, and resources. It also shares stories about 
what users have made in the past in the makerspaces. 
The mission of the makerspace network is to grow the UNC maker community; 
facilitate access to emerging technologies; and incorporate making into education, 
research, entrepreneurship, and recreation through offered programming. The network 
hosts many programs such as open studios, training sessions, workshops, hosted classes, 
and group activities. The makerspaces are open to any affiliated UNC student or faculty 
or staff member.  
All four makerspaces share the same website and have different tabs for each 
location. The technology at each location is listed under each makerspace along with a 
description of the location and the operational hours. The technology at each location 
varies but there is some overlap. The tools in the makerspace at Murray Hall include hand 
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tools, 3D printers, laser cutters, sewing machines and tools, wood shop tools, soldering, 
and electronics; the tools available at Carmichael Residence Hall include hand tools, 3D 
printers, vinyl cutter, sewing machines and tools, kitchen tools, electronics, and 
soldering; the tools available at Hanes Art Center include hand tools, laser cutter, vinyl 
cutter, sewing machines, wood shop, and soldering; the tools available at Kenan Science 
Library include sewing machines, electronics, soldering, microcomputers and 
microcontrollers, 3D printers, 3D scanners, and virtual reality. The website has a research 
tab in the top menu that provides resources for projects, research, coursework, 
consultations, and more. Another tab in the menu has the names and photos of all of the 
people who work in the makerspaces. The makerspaces are managed by full-time 
employees and staffed by student workers. 
The UNC makerspaces include several existing policies in their makerspace policy. 
The BeAM weapons policy is listed under the resources tab. The policy cites N.C. Gen. 
Stat. § 14-269.2 and UNC’s Violence in the Workplace policy. The BeAM network 
doesn’t allow the production of weapons or life-like replicas. The homepage of the 
makerspace website has its Diversity and Inclusion policy, which aligns with the 
university’s policy on Prohibited Discrimination, Harassment and Related Misconduct. 
The makerspaces at Murray Hall, Carmichael Residence Hall, and Hanes Art 
Center, according to the website, require orientation before users can work in the space. 
The orientation is an introduction to the makerspace. Users must take additional trainings 
to learn about specific technologies, like the laser cutter or sewing machine, before being 
allowed to use them. Kenan Science Library Makerspace differs from the other three 
makerspaces because it offers 3D printing services and workshops: Introduction to 3D 
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printing and design, Arduino, and 3D imaging. None of the makerspaces mention fees for 
access to the space or for use of materials. 
The overall theme for the BeAM network emphasizes building the UNC maker 
community and integrating making into the curriculum and education. The list of 
resources in the menu and the variety of offered programs and training connect making to 
education and the UNC community. The multiple locations across campus also 
entrenches making into the school community and facilitates access to a wider audience. 
1.10 Common Themes 
After looking at the makerspace policies at these four academic makerspaces, I 
identified four common elements in their policies: mission/purpose, access, tools, and 
existing policies and procedures. 
1.10.1 Mission and Purpose 
Each makerspace has some type of mission or purpose on their website, but they 
vary in length. The missions for NC State’s makerspaces are relatively short, about one or 
two sentences. UNC’s mission is the second shortest mission. The purpose of the 
makerspace network is combined in a paragraph on the main page that includes the types 
of programming offered, but the combination stresses the importance of programming in 
the makerspace’s mission. Both Duke and NCCU have a webpage dedicated to just the 
mission of their makerspace. Duke’s is a brief paragraph, and NCCU’s is a bullet point 
list with five items. However, for all of the makerspaces, their purpose goes beyond what 
is written in their mission statements. The organization and content itself contribute to the 
formation of each institution’s mission. Duke’s makerspace network’s mission 
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emphasizes using emerging technology to innovate, educate, and problem solve. The 
mission encourages participation from users with any level of skill. A major theme in 
NCCU’s Fab Lab’s mission is creating and building community. Even without NCCU’s 
mission statement, the theme of community is apparent in the FAQs answers centered 
around facilitating access to community members and creating local partnerships for 
programming. NC State doesn’t have a lengthy mission statement, but it does emphasize 
access to emerging technology and making. The website heavily promotes the available 
tools, which reinforces those ideals. UNC’s BeAM network’s emphasis on education is 
evident in the list of resources for consultations, coursework, projects, and research. In 
addition to education, the BeAM network mission encourages creativity and making. 
The missions for the makerspaces have slight differences in what they emphasize 
and how they aim to achieve their purposes, but common themes in them are providing 
access to emerging technology, education and learning, creativity and innovation, and 
facilitating making. Those themes are most likely present in other makerspace missions 
because they are central tenets in maker culture and makerspaces as a whole. 
1.10.2 Access 
Access is a broad category, so all of the makerspaces have some sort of policy 
outlining access to the space. Each institution has information about their operational 
hours, although some hours are more difficult to find than others. The makerspace 
websites also identify a user population who has access to the spaces; Duke, NC State, 
and UNC only allow access to members of their school communities, while NCCU 
allows access to school affiliates and local community members. NC State mentions 
swipe card access on the makerspace website, and the other makerspaces describe 
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specifically how to gain access. Only NC State and UNC mention mandatory orientation 
training before users could use the makerspaces. 
1.10.3 Tools 
Tools and equipment are the main draw for makerspaces, and each website for the 
four institutions provides lists of the available equipment in each makerspace. For the 
universities with more than one makerspace on campus (Duke, NC State, and UNC), I 
found that they organize their equipment list in two ways. Duke groups the technologies 
together and then list the location under the equipment. NC State and UNC list their 
equipment by location first and then the available equipment at each location. However, 
NC State is different from UNC in that it organizes its makerspace technology into two 
groups: use in the library and available to borrow. None of the other makerspaces at the 
three institutions mention technology that users can take out of the makerspace. While the 
exact models vary from makerspace to makerspace, the tools and equipment that are 
present at all four institutions are 3D printers, laser cutters, electronics and soldering, 
hand tools, and 3D scanners.  
1.10.4 Existing Policies and Procedures 
For all of the makerspace policies I analyzed, each institution includes some sort 
of additional policy whether it relates a school policy, state or federal law, or everyday 
makerspace procedures. NCCU has a statement about Title IX at the bottom of the 
makerspace website because it complies with it on a larger, university-wide scale. UNC 
features a paragraph about diversity and inclusion, which complies with the university’s 
Prohibited Discrimination, Harassment and Related Misconduct. Of the four 
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organizations, Duke and UNC are the only ones who outline a weapons policy, although 
UNC’s is considerably longer. UNC cites North Carolina state law and an existing 
university policy prohibiting weapons on campus. UNC also describes the consequences 
for not adhering to the policy. Duke cites its “official Duke Policies” and expands the 
limits of what users cannot make when prohibiting the production of weapons, drug 
paraphernalia, or other “inappropriate” items. NC State’s makerspace policy doesn’t 
include any university policy or state or federal laws, but it does have a visitor policy. 
Visitors aren’t allowed to attend orientations, but they visit during open hours. NCCU has 
a guest policy, users must fill out an online form before visiting, but it has several 
additional everyday policies such as parking, scheduling workshops and partnerships, age 
restrictions, and project storage. Those procedural policies help users with day-to-day 




Policies outline rules and procedures for users, and they can seem like a 
controlling force as they dictate what users can and can’t do, but policies are crucial in 
makerspaces’ operational functions and aiding users’ understandings. Policies also 
provide clarity and structure, which can ease everyday procedures for users and staff 
members. Duke, NCCU, NC State, and UNC all have a form of policy available online 
for their makerspaces. The presence of makerspace policies at all four schools shows the 
functional importance of policies. 
While my sample was limited to four institutions, this study contributes to the 
literature about makerspaces and makerspace policies, identifying common policy 
components such as mission and purpose, access, tools, and existing policies and 
procedures. In the literature review, I identified key elements in policy best practices 
from the literature and in articles analyzing existing makerspace policies. The themes in 
my results and from the literature can provide a framework for creating a new policy for a 
makerspace. For existing makerspaces, these results can act as a checklist to compare 
their existing policies. The themes I identified can aid in creating or editing policies. 
However, there are additional topics I noticed in the literature that I thought could be 




A common concern surrounding makerspaces is violations of intellectual property 
rights. In my data collection and analysis, I didn’t encounter any policies regarding 
intellectual property, which seemed like a major theme in the literature. Another theme I 
saw in the literature but not often in the policies is information directly related to safety 
rules and behavior. Despite those gaps, there are common themes in the literature and my 
data collection of makerspace policies: operational procedures, existing policies and laws, 
users, and makerspace missions. While there is some clear overlap in those shared 
makerspace policy elements, the differences highlight the flexibility in a policy’s 
contents, which reflects the variability of makerspaces. There is no standard makerspace 
policy, nor should there be, because each makerspace and parent organization have 
different goals, facilities, and user populations.  
In the future, studies can look at larger sample sizes from different geographic 
regions. My study was limited in its scope, so future studies could see if or how 
geography, national or international, impacts makerspace policies. This area of research 
would also benefit from additional studies examining makerspace policies in different 
types of institutions (e.g. schools, public libraries, community colleges, and non-school 
affiliated makerspaces). While each of the settings I just mentioned have plenty of 
differences within them, I tried to collect data from a variety of academic institutions, 
there is even more variety between all of the makerspace settings. There is a lot of data 
available for researchers to analyze and compare regarding makerspace policies from 
different types of institutions. Finally, I think the next step for research into makerspace 
policies is to look at how makerspaces create their policies. What resources do they 
reference? Who is involved in the policy’s creation? How do makerspaces inform users 
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and enforce policies? A study researching answers would be beneficial for the maker 




Makerspaces give users opportunities to use emerging technology and spark their 
interest in high-tech and low-tech equipment. The number of makerspaces is increasing, 
allowing more users to join the maker community and culture (Lou & Peek, 2016; 
Peppler al et., 2015; Prato & Britton, 2015). The prevalence and benefits of makerspaces 
and makers have become especially relevant in global current events. Makerspaces 
around the world are using their materials, expertise, and labor to create PPE (personal 
protective equipment) for healthcare workers, trying to address the worldwide supply 
shortages (McCue, 2020). Makerspaces provide access to tools, but they also foster 
community and facilitate learning, innovation, and creativity (Prato & Britton, 2015). 
According to Burke (2015), makerspaces provide a “spirit of shared expertise, individual 
exploration, and discovery through creative activities.” Makerspaces are more than a 
physical space; they give users the chance to collaborate, share knowledge, and help each 
other (Wong & Partridge, 2016). Makerspaces’ responses to COVID-19 illustrate that 
sense of community and those ideals. Values like collaboration, creativity, learning, and 
community are core to the identity of makerspaces, and I saw those key traits reflected in 
the mission and purpose statements for each makerspace I analyzed. 
A makerspace mission or purpose is one of the four trends present in all four 
institutions’ makerspace policies. The other three unifying trends are access, tools, and 
existing policies and procedures. While the missions for each makerspace vary
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from location to location, four common elements within the missions are providing 
access to emerging technology, education and learning, creativity and innovation, and 
facilitating making. The theme of access to emerging technology in mission statements 
ties into the second unifying trend of each makerspace policy: access. Each policy 
includes information about who is eligible to use the makerspace and the operational 
hours. The third unifying trend is information about tools; every website for each 
makerspace included a list of tools available at each location. The tools that were present 
at each school are 3D printers, laser cutters, electronics and soldering, hand tools, and 3D 
scanners. The precise models and brands owned by each school vary, but the functions of 
each tool are represented above. For the fourth and final unifying trend, existing policies 
and procedures, each school included a state or federal law, university policy or code of 
conduct, or a functional policy like a visitor policy. Those four trends can act as a 
framework for policies, helping makerspace users and employees use the space. 
Makerspace policies establish order and help organizations operate on a day-to-day 
basis. They serve the parent institution, the employees, and the users by outlining key 
information and facilitating access, responsible behavior, and actual use of the space and 
the tools. As more makerspaces appear in institutions across the country, policies will 
play a crucial role in managing and growing new spaces and programs. As Moorefield-
Lang (2015) stresses, good policies don’t simply regulate users, they educate them and 
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